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From the Editor
 m a d E l y n  v a n  d E r  H o o g t

I can’t draw. I know this, because my mother told me so. Plus, when I was in 
school, you didn’t get praised for your ability to draw, so art never got on my  
to learn list (I’m not proud of this). all I ever knew about color and design was 

not to mix plaids with florals and never to use red and pink together. 
When I first started weaving, my mother said: “I’m so surprised! you can’t even 

draw!” (Her idea of a worthy career was doctor, lawyer, or, best of all, university  
professor. or marrying one of the three.) I retorted, “But mother, you don’t have to 
know how to draw to be a weaver. you don’t have to know anything about art.” 
many years later, I know it sure helps.

We have all become weavers for a variety of reasons. Back in the days when 
you couldn’t buy interesting fabric in a fabric store, sewers became weavers to  
create the fabric they wanted. at one point in our not-so-long-ago history,  
people even wove fabric as an economy: they spent less on the yarns than they 
would on the fabric itself. We all know that time is over! But in my earliest Show and 
tells at guild meetings, weavers would hold up a towel or scarf they had just  
finished and say something like: and I got the yarn at a garage sale for fifty cents!  
In those days, some weavers became spinners to save money, and they did their 
own carding (I don’t remember being able to buy roving). 

I thought I would spend my whole life as a weaver weaving coverlets with  
traditional designs in blue and white—no drawing required, no need to know 
anything about color. I thought coverlets were the only items worth weaving,  
anyway. they were big (very impressive all by itself ), they looked like antiques  
(you couldn’t afford to buy an authentic one), they proved that miracles can come 
true (an ordinary human being in the twentieth century can actually make one).

that was then, this is now.  now, I love finding out what happens when one  
color meets another, especially when they are not accustomed to being together.  
Handpainted skeins in baskets are my favorite decorative item in a room, and I have 
pounds and pounds of blue and white yarn I’m not using.

F U T U R E  T H E M E S
May/June 2011  Lace and Lacy Effects  
Summer is for light and lovely linen and lace. Look for lacy scarves, table linens, 
a summer top or two—plus a handbook of lace weaves and needle-finishes.
September/October 2011  A Special All-Garment Issue!  
This issue features handwovens to wear: loom-shaped, tailored—from 
practical everyday clothing to wearable art. Scarves and shawls are included 
for the nonstitchers.
November/December 2011  Understanding Blocks  
Projects in this issue all use the same two-block profile draft, each in a 
different weave structure (doubleweave, overshot, summer and winter, 
Atwater-Bronson lace, and more). The two-block design is posted on 
weavingtoday.com as a reader’s challenge. Visit us there!
January/February 2012  Color-and-Weave  
Log cabin, shadow weave, and a special section on towels are the focus of this 
issue. Learn several methods for designing fabulous shadow-weave fabrics.
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